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Please read the following information before installing. A visual inspection of this product for damage during shipping is recommended
before mounting. General information and these installation instructions are intended for all 20T, 25T, A20T, and A25T series models.
GENERAL INFORMATION

CE*

Description

Murphy 2 in. (51 mm) and 2-1/2 in. (64 mm) Murphygage and Swichgage instru
ments have a remote sensing bulb connected to the gauge head by a sealed capil
lary system. DO NOT CUT THIS CAPILLARY OR BEND AT A SHARP
ANGLE. The sensing bulb and capillary are filled with a liquid. When heat is
applied to the sensing bulb the liquid turns to vapor which exerts pressure
against the diaphragm movement of the gauge. This movement is read on the
dial face as temperature.
Models having face adjustable contact(s) are rated for 2 A @ 30 V (pilot duty).
If the case is steel (models 20T, 20SD, 25T, etc.), the ground path for the contact
circuit is through the case. Therefore, the case must be installed in the ground
plane of the electrical power supply.
If the case is polycarbonate (models A20T, A25T), the ground path is isolated and
is made through the "C" or "P" terminal on the back of the case.
Models 20TE, A20TE, 25TE and A25TE have a snap-acting switch instead of the
face adjusted pointer type contact. Electrical rating is 3 A @ 30 VDC, 4 A @ 125
VAC. Reset differential for the switch is approximately I 0% of the scale below the
trip point. Trip point is factory set and must be special ordered for field adjustable.

Typical Tattletale® Magnetic Switch

Murphy manufactures several, patented Magnetic Switches for protection of the
light duty Swichgage contacts and to ensure positive shut-down of equipment.
There are Magnetic Switches for Capacitor Discharge ignition, Magneto, or
Battery systems, and models for electric motor driven equipment. Tattletale annun
ciators are indicators that show the cause of shut-down. Tattletale annunciators are
used in conjunction with several different Swichgage instruments. Selected
Tattletale models can be wired so that the first one to trip will lockout all other
Tattletale instruments. Be sure the type of Magnetic Switch matches the power
source used to trip it.

NOTE: At equipment start-up, the Magnetic Switch reset button must be held in
until normal operation occurs, or an external time delay may be used. See exam
ples of typical wiring and instructions packed with each Magnetic Switch.

CAUTION: Certain dangers to human safety and to equipment

A may occur if some equipment is stopped without pre-warning.
U It is recommended that monitored functions be limited to
alarm-only or to alarm before shutdown.

Swichgage models with Alarm Before Shut-down

The 20TABS, A20TABS, 25TABS and A25TABS feature a front limit contact for
high temperature equipment shut-down and an internal SPDT snap switch for Alarm
Before Shut-Down (see Wiring Diagram, page 3 ). When the high side (preset high
temperature point) of the snap switch trips, the N.O. terminal completes a circuit to
activate an alarm. A continued increase in temperature will complete the shutdown
circuit. A decrease in temperature of approximately 10% of scale is necessary before
the snap-switch (alarm) will RESET and open the circuit.

NOTE: The front contact shut-down limit setting (adjustable) and snap switch
high point are preset at the factory; if settings other than standard are neces
sary, then specify when ordering.

IMPORTANT: Swichgage instruments, Magnetic Switches and shutdown or
alarm devices, properly used, are effective tools in any preventive maintenance pro
gram. For optimum performance, check these tools periodically: look for frozen point
ers, kinked/worn tubing, broken wiring or loose connections; operate the contacts and
watch for expected results. Replace damaged/worn parts; clean/repair as necessary.
Check for correct/complete wiring, unbroken insulation and no accidental grounds. DO
NOT run shut-down wires with ignition wiring. Check all tubing and connections for
leaks. Mount Magnetic Switches and valves upright, to prevent moisture collection.

MOUNTING DIMENSIONS
Mounting Hole

f

D

j

For All 20, 25, A20, and A25 Series Temperature
Murphygage and Swichgage instruments

20 Series
2-7/32 (56)
B 2-15/64 (57)
C 1-5116 (33)
D 2-1116 (53)

A

A20 Series

25 Series

A25 Series

2-9/64 (54)
2-1/4 (57)
1-27/64 (36)
2-1/16 (53)

2-118 (54)
3-1/8 (79)
1-3/8 (35)
2-11116 (68)

1-51164 (46)
2-29/32 (74)
l -27/64 (36)
2-11116 (68)

NOTE: The dimensions above are in inches and (millimeters).
* Products covered by this literature comply with EMC Council directive
89/336/EEC regarding electromagnetic compatibility except as noted.

NOTE: 20 and 25 Series have 18 AWG pigtails. A20 series has #4 screws. A25 series has #6 screws.
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TROUBLESHOOTING TIPS

DO THIS FIRST:
• Verify that the Swichgage instrument has not been damaged (hit or dropped).
• Look for broken wiring,frozen pointer, dirty contacts (will not make).
• Check for kinked or broken/worn capillary tubing.
• Verify that there is coolant or water flowing inside the engine.
• Reset Magnetic Switch and verify that it stays latched.
• Verify that the sensing bulb is immersed in coolant flow.
The following information will assist in the correction of most problems which you may encounter with the unit.
If any problems persist after you have made these checks, consult your nearest Murphy facility.

SYMPTOM

CAUSE

TEST/REMEDY

1. Short or Open circuit, be sure that the Magnetic Switch
latches and either puts out power to run device or
removes ground (magneto or CD ignition).
Check for power or ground at run device.

Engine will not start.

I. Reset Magnetic Switch and make sure it stays
latched. For 518PH check battery voltage and
place a jumper between SWl and SW2.
If switch latches, check Swichgage
wiring circuit and repair. If switch does not
latch, repair or replace Magnetic Switch.
2. Control circuit overloaded by accessories (blown fuse in 2. Find the cause of the blown fuse and replace it
Magnetic Switch).
(use a 14 A fuse). Reroute the accessories.
3. False ground in control circuit.
3. Repair.

False shutdown.

1. Swichgage circuit has intermittent open or short.
2. Vibration causes the Magnetic Switch to trip.

SWICHGAGE® closes but
does not trip the magnetic
switch or kill the engine.

I. Locate open circuit and repair.
1. Incomplete shutdown circuit.
2. Clean and check that contacts make.
2. Dirty Swichgage contacts.
3. Magneto not providing power to primary terminal post. 3. Repair magneto.
4. Swichgage case may not be grounded.
4. Ground case.
S. Incorrect Magnetic Switch for type of power.
S. Replace with correct Magnetic Switch.

1. Open circuit between the Tattletale annunciator and the
TATTLETALE® tripped but
shut down device.
engine is still running (magne2. Lost ground to kill the engine.
to or CD ignition)

1. Check all wiring and replace as necessary.
2. Repair and relocate the switch as needed.

I.Check wiring from Tattletale annunciator to shut
down device, repair or replace.
2. Check all wiring and connections and repair.

Pointer will not operate
properly. Inaccurate reading.

I. Frozen pointer
2. Loose pointer spring (caused by hitting or dropping gauge).
3. Bulb not inserted to full length or low coolant level.
4. Kinked/crimped/broken capillary.
S. Height difference between gage and bulb not taken in
consideration.
6. Over temperature.

1. Return for repair or replace.
2. Return for repair or replace.
3. Correct.
4. Correct.
S. Specify height difference (over S feet) when
ordering gage.
6. Return for repair or replace.

Pointer or contact
burned-in-two.

1. Without exception this condition is caused by incorrect
wiring or a short circuit.

1. Refer to wiring diagram and recheck wiring;
replace Swichgage instrument or return for repair.
Observe voltage and current ratings.

I
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